


DANGER STOCKS

DUMP this now as the
Market Crumbles!
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Sell These Stocks NOW!

We live in unprecedented times.

We’re barely out of a pandemic (thanks Covid-19) and now we find ourselves in a risky
economic situation.

All the free money governments have produced to support our citizens during the covid
pandemic is creating waves of inflation.

Cheap money is chasing goods.

The problem is Covid created a massive speed bump in the global supply chain.  Some
manufacturers shut down.  Employees aren't showing up for work, decreasing
productivity.

Transportation is delayed because of a lack of skilled drivers… and the shipping ports
are backed up.

None of this is new.  Crack a newspaper… or surf on over to your favorite news
website, and you’ll see this situation unfolding.

Cheap money is chasing goods… and there are too few goods.

Home Builders can’t build housing fast enough - needed materials are on backorder.

Workers - like electricians can’t get steady work because of the lack of material.

This creates a gap in supplies… and now those people with money are flexing, willing to
spend more to get items sooner.

Prices are going up and up.

Just look at a gallon of Gas. A few years ago it was around $2 bucks… Now you’re
lucky to pay double that!
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Worse still, prices in some areas, like downtown LA, have reached over $6!

INFLATION IS HERE!

Now we have all these problems with Russia and the possible invasion of Ukraine.
Energy prices are spiking… and that adds another level of pricing pressure.

You thought $4 gas was tough… just wait till it hits $8!

The market is a mess right now.

The Fed is threatening / signaling rate cuts are around the corner.  And that creates
downward pressure on stocks.

It’s a Dangerous time in the markets!

If you want to survive the volatility of the markets, I’ve got a few ideas where to stash
your cash.

But let’s be honest… the best thing you can do right now is to sell stocks and
investments that have the risk of getting crushed!

For example, here’s what I’d be purging from my portfolio right now!

FIRST - Dump international stocks, and investments made in small international
markets.

Remember, as the world becomes more uncertain, money flows to safety.  Globally,
money will flow into the US dollar.

The US Dollar will show amazing strength and stability… and as the Fed raises interest
rates, it will encourage more money flow INTO the US Dollar.

Strength in the dollar means weakness in forigen currencies… and that means profits
made in forigen countries could become losses when converted to dollars for you to
spend.

So dump those forigen investments… at least for now.
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SECOND - Purge any small growth stocks you own in the US.

That speculative biotech play - pitch it.  The tech company who is losing money, dump
it.  Growth was once the “bell of the ball”… now she’s a black sheep.

THIRD - Get rid of risk assets.

Crypto, NFTs, penny stocks… anything risky needs to go… because everyone else will
be doing the same thing.  You want to sell before the others do.

Now here’s a caveat… if you’re truly a LONG TERM “diamond hands” holder of crypto…
and you have a 10 year time horizon… ok then hold a bit… but it better not be a big
portion of your portfolio.

FOURTH - consider dumping big tech stocks.

YES - blasphemy.  I know.  Everyone loves big tech.  But here’s the deal with rising
rates, there is a risk that these big companies start to face a headwind as growth rates
slow.

If you hate this idea, then at least hold the big players - they have massive cash hordes
- and dump the mid level players.

My suggestion is move fast whatever you do…  When it comes to selling, there is an
advantage to being first.

Keep monitoring the website and our newsletter - we’ll update you in these treacherous
times, as the news flows…

Good Trading…

David Goldstein
Editor
Zenect Wealth
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DISCLAIMER

Copyright 2022 © ZenectWealth.com a website owned by Zenect LLC   All Rights Reserved.
Protected by copyright laws of the United States and international treaties. This email may only
be used pursuant to the subscription agreement controlling use of the ZenectWealth.com
website and any reproduction, copying, or redistribution of this email or its contents, in whole or
in part, is strictly prohibited without the express written permission of ZenectWealth.com a
website owned by Zenect LLC

100% Unbiased Pledge:  Employees, contractors and owners of ZenectWealth.com a website
owned by Zenect LLC  are expressly forbidden from owning any of the securities that they are
recommending to subscribers unless clearly identified in their work.   This ensures you are
getting 100% unbiased research on investments our analysts have come across in their own
due diligence.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER: Neither ZenectWealth.com a website owned by Zenect LLC nor any of its
employees or contractors are registered investment advisors or a Broker/Dealer. As such,
ZenectWealth.com a website owned by Zenect LLC does not offer or provide personalized
investment advice. No communication by our employees or contractors to you should be
deemed as personalized investment advice. Although ZenectWealth.com a website owned by
Zenect LLC employees and contractors may answer general customer service questions, they
are not licensed under securities laws to address your particular investment situation. Nothing in
this report, nor any communication by our employees or contractors to you should be
considered personalized investment advice.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. All information is issued solely for
informational purposes and is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer
to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy, hold or sell any security. All
opinions, analyses and information contained herein are based on sources believed to be
reliable and written in good faith, but no representation or warranty of any kind, expressed or
implied, is made including but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy,
completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. Investments recommended in this
publication should only be made after consulting with your financial advisor.
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